Coming up
with an ending
A cancer diagnosis turns everyday events into indelible
moments. It also leaves a mom wondering how she can ensure
her kids live happily ever after once she’s gone.

An essay by Tamara Gignac
This Mother’s Day, as I eagerly await the annual bounty of crafts made
with love by stubby, glue-stained fingers, I find myself wondering, What
about the children who don’t have a mother?
My children—aged seven and four—remain blissfully unaware
that Mommy’s cancer means that, going forward, Mother’s Day will
become a day of quiet grief. Soon they will join the club of those
without mothers.
Last June, doctors handed me a grim diagnosis: stage four metastatic colon cancer. Scans revealed widespread lesions in my bowel, lung,
and, most alarmingly, liver, an organ now bursting with a mutinous
mass the size of a baseball. Overnight, I made the transition from middle-aged mother with two small children who still believe in Santa Claus
to a woman staring at a guillotine. It left me with terror-inducing weight
loss, fever, night sweats, unremitting stomach pain, diarrhea and nausea.
My cancer is incurable. Instead of a survival rate of two or three
years, my cancer has spread so wildly that I was told on St. Patrick’s
Day I could die within four to six months. The knowledge that I will
leave Bronwyn and Finn behind at such young ages leaves me in a well
of despair. The knowledge that my husband, Heath, and I have raised
two marvelous little creatures brings a degree of calm to my life amid
the rising panic. But it has also instigated a ferocious need for survival:
a determination to fight for each bedtime story, every zoo visit. When
they are away from me at school, I feel tiny phantom fingers clutched
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in mine. There are days I feel I could devour them whole, so deep is my
need to hold my babies tight to me forever.
Ever since my diagnosis, I have worried (some friends would say obsessively) that cancer will rob me of the opportunity to see my son Finn
totter up the steps of St. Angela School to start kindergarten in the fall.
He has always been a force, my Finn, and he’s not a baby anymore.
When we finish reading Chicka Chicka Boom Boom every night and go over
the intricacies of our day, his tiny body curls into mine. Too squirmy to
stay like that for long, he quickly runs away while I cling to this vanished
moment, willing it to last forever. When I’m gone, I know Daddy will be
there to praise his work and answer endless questions, like “Do monsters
poop?” and “Why don’t snakes have bums?” I hope he figures out who
he is and where he fits into the world. I pray that he stands up to bullies
and mean kids who throw rocks at his face. His four-year-old heart will
be twinned with mine through eternity. And come September, I will be
there for his first day of kindergarten, ready to cheer him on in his new
world of tiny tables laden with crayons, Lego, Elmer’s glue and love.

out the fall, I was exhausted and in a state of chronic guilt for being a
pale imitation of the energetic parent I once was. I hated that I would
rather close my eyes and sleep than have a tea party with Bronwyn or
play with her Barbie dolls.
I tried to compensate for my shortcomings even as new CT scans
showed the cancer had unexpectedly spread to my bones, setting up camp
in my vertebrae as well as my sacrum. I decided to switch to a different
chemotherapy treatment in the hopes of at least stalling the cancer.
In March, we travelled to Palm Springs and Santa Barbara, where
for one sun-drenched week, I didn’t have to come face-to-face with my
mortality. We swam, danced in the sunshine, lingered on sunny patios
with heaping bowls of frozen yogurt and tossed pennies in the fountain,
promising to return the next year. The trip proved bittersweet at my
next scan. It was bad. Very, very bad. Instead of tumour shrinkage, my
cancer had progressed.
It turns out I may be dead before Christmas. So, what now? Prepare
to die. But how? There are nights I sob with ferocity. It starts as a low cry,
then grows louder until my ribs ache and my chest feels ready to explode
from the pressure, the panic, the fear of it all. There
is no hiding from the truth.
Staring down a death sentence, everything stops.
Time warps: two hours can feel like a minute, a day
can feel like a lifetime. It means my once bright future has taken on a state of immediacy. I never expected to stare death in the face in my early 40s, nor
to marvel at the notion that, like Peter Pan, I will
never get (relatively) old.

I hoped for
remission but
would settle for
three more years.

With Stage 4 or metastatic colon cancer, doctors don’t really talk about cures; they talk about
controlling it. There is no way to fix me. My treatment is a regimen of chemo that will hopefully
keep the cancer from spreading further and keep
me living longer. I hoped for remission but would
settle for three more years—enough time for sandcastles on a Mexican beach with the kids, a few
more games of Scrabble with my father, one more
concert at Toronto’s Molson Ampitheatre with my
oldest friend, Jenn.
I will admit there are days I’m blinded by fury
and envy. There are days I find it difficult to even
look at them, because I am so filled with shame that my insidious disease will leave these sweet, innocent beings robbed of a mother. “None
of this is your fault,” Heath tells me, rocking me in his arms as I sob.
These are the days I find it impossible to log on to Facebook to check
out photos. It’s heartbreaking to know I will never visit a mosque in
Morocco or toast the magic of a Paris night with Heath.
But if I don’t have time to travel or watch my children grow up,
then I don’t have time for despair.
And so, last summer, I mounted the ultimate resistance to my fate.
I could either wallow or lean toward the light. If 90 per cent of Stage
4 colon cancer patients die within a year or two of diagnosis, I would
be the outlier.
And for a few delicious, miraculous months, I was. I soldiered
through 14 horrific rounds of chemotherapy as if caught in a mythical
punishment out of Greek mythology. Daily parenting tasks became a
frustrating struggle amid excruciating back pain, stomach cramps bad
enough to leave me in the fetal position for hours and, worst of all,
blood-soaked mouth sores that left me unable to speak or read favourite
bedtime stories. Neuropathy left my fingers hardened like claws. I was
unable to button the blouse of my daughter’s school uniform. Through-

In his heartbreaking essay for the New York
Times, Stanford neurosurgeon Paul Kalanithi, who
died in March at age 37, opened up about his battle
with lung cancer and how he faced mortality. “Time,” he wrote, “is a
double-edge sword, with the most obvious impulse to embrace frantic
activity and live life to its fullest, to travel, to dine, to achieve a host of
neglected ambitions. Part of the cruelty of cancer, though, is not only
that it limits your time, it also limits your energy, vastly reducing the
amount you can squeeze into a day.”
Faced with the legitimate fear that my cancer could become uncontrollable at any moment, I feel pressured to spend all my time in
some meaningful way—to somehow constantly celebrate life even
while confronting death.
Most days begin with the purest of intentions. I sort baby pictures
into albums. I’m on the hunt for a perfect little box for Bronwyn’s
baby teeth, to say nothing of organizing and finding homes for beloved baby outfits, ballet slippers, birthday cards, medical records and
RESP filings. Far too often, however, the day slips away as exhaustion—an all-encompassing fatigue that greets me the minute I wake
up and lingers as I try to navigate the stairs at Finn’s preschool or shop
for a quick basket of groceries—knocks me flat. It’s the reason I am
still driving around with snow tires in May. On top of that, bad habits
die hard. Sometimes, a girl just wants to huddle on the couch in ratty
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The new daily realities:
the author’s cancer
diagnosis means moments with her son are
even more precious. The
stairs at home can be a
challenge.

kiss that sweet, perfect spot on the nape of her neck? As a teenager, as
an adult, as a mother herself, what will she do when she hears friends or
colleagues tell their mother, “I love you”?
My beautiful, green-eyed daughter has always been an indomitable
spirit to be reckoned with. As a colicky infant, she sometimes screamed
for eight hours at a time. The only way Heath and I could calm her
was to wrap her tightly in a Baby Bjorn or strap her in her car seat and
cruise the streets at night. At nine months old, she screamed for the duration of a red-eye flight from Maui to Vancouver, prompting murderous
glares from fellow passengers and a moratorium on air travel. She is a
happy girl today, of course, although every bit as curious and intense.
I am tickled that we share a love of all the same authors: Roald
Dahl, Beverly Cleary, and Nancy Drew. Most recently, we snuggled in
bed together and read Antoine de Saint-Exupery’s masterpiece The Little
Prince. A musical version of the story is set to debut at Theatre Calgary
in January 2016. Will I be alive to see it with her? That is my intention.
How desperately I want to see Bronwyn mature
from precocious child into a young woman. I am
constantly reminded of the lyrics to my favourite Joni
Mitchell song, made all the more poignant somehow
by the cancer: “And the seasons/they go round and
round/And the painted ponies go up and down/
We’re captive on the carousel of time/We can’t return
we can only look/Behind from where we came/And
go round and round and round/In the circle game.”

I am determined
to fi ght for each
bedtime story,
every zoo visit.

The author worries about how her kids
will cope with her absence. “Who but
Mommy will brush her hair and kiss that
sweet, perfect spot on the nape of her
neck?”
Somemtimes, right, the pain is overwhelming.

yoga pants with a tub of Haagen-Dazs, watching a particularly odious
episode of The Real Housewives of Beverly Hills.
In the years before her death of cancer in 2010, Elizabeth Edwards, the wife of former U.S. senator John Edwards, kept a file on
her computer that she called “Dying Letter.” “It’s more than ‘how
do you get the core out of a head of lettuce?’ ” she told People magazine during a campaign stop in Iowa. “It’s how you choose who you
marry and what to expect from that, how you choose a church.” For
terminally ill parents, the need to leave something behind of themselves for their kids—something that captures the happiness of their
lives during the good moments—is one of the many more poignant
ways to bid farewell.
It’s believed that parental legacies, both spoken and written,
are profoundly beneficial to children. And so, with great pain but
strength of purpose, my intent is to create a legacy video (what does
that entail?) as a means for my children to see themselves through
me and hopefully gain some solace through my words, my smile, my
affirmation. There will be letters—so many letters (to be opened at
certain ages and occasions?)—filled with advice and all my hopes for
them as they travel life’s highway.
Here is the legacy I hope to leave them with: I want them to know
that while their mother carried with her many faults and numerous

But the clock is ticking and, unlike other parents, I don’t have time
for “bad parenting do-overs.” In my mind, a morning spent fighting
with my kids can never be undone, and, worse, will linger in their
minds long after I’ve departed.
On one memorable February day, Finn was being particularly obstinate about putting on his boots to leave for preschool. It had otherwise been a good morning, but my patience was razor-thin as I hurried
to keep my appointment with my oncologist at the Tom Baker Cancer
Centre. There wasn’t room in my heart for silliness that day.
“Poo-poo face. Mommy, you’re a poo-poo face,” he said, sitting on
the steps by the front door, dissolving into giggles while ignoring my
pleas. The boots—green with googly-eyes painted to resemble a frog
or a dragon, I’m not sure which—sailed through the air. “Poo-poo
face!” he said, continuing to laugh with glee at his own cleverness.
Teeth gritted, I once again handed my four-year-old his boots, ordering him to put them on. I’d had chemo a couple of days before and
I remember feeling sweaty, feverish and unsteady
standing in the hallway that wintry morning.
“Poo poo face!”
And, just like that, I lost it. “Why are you
doing this to me? Why? WHY. ARE. YOU.
DOING. THIS. TO. ME?!?” I shoved his feet into
his boots and yanked him out the door, fastening his
struggling body unkindly into his booster seat, all
the while screaming angry words. Finn’s little face
crumpled into sobs as I navigated the short drive to
his Inglewood preschool. We hurried up the stairs
and arrived, me barely able to catch my breath and
him with tears streaming down cheeks pink from
the cold. Now officially late for my appointment, I
forced myself to put the image of his face out of
my mind. But my already heavy heart was filled with
sadness and guilt. I hated to think that his day, which had started with
such promise, was already ruined because Mommy was unkind.
Sure, he had misbehaved. But who was the grown-up here? Couldn’t
I have handled the situation with a little more maturity? The worst part
was arriving home later that morning to find Eeyore, Pounds the Elephant and a gloomy-faced meerkat—Finn’s beloved stuffies that he normally clutches en route to school—abandoned at the front door, forgotten after the epic battle of the boots. All three of them seemed to stare
at me with sad, glassy eyes, judging my faults. I had a sudden impulse
to fetch Finn from school, to clutch him tightly to me, to tell him I loved
him. Instead, I heaved my broken body up the stairs and fell into deep
sleep, too exhausted from chemo and my emotional burdens.
That night there was laughter, hugs and love. But how many more
“parental do-overs” will I be allowed?
On my worst days—when I feel like an actress in a melodrama and
the physical and emotional pain of living every day with cancer brings
on waves of despair—I like to sit in my daughter’s bedroom. I lie down
on her pink bedspread and sink my face into her teddies, comforted by
the softness and the faint scent of Bronwyn embedded in the fur.
More than my son, I worry for her. Who will talk to my darling girl
when she gets her period? Who but Mommy will brush her hair and

shortcomings, she was ultimately a human with a capacity for great love,
none greater than for the tiny humans I created with their father.

I’d be lying if I said that cancer hasn’t had an impact on my parenting philosophy. I indulge my kids more than I should, whether it’s icecream sundaes at breakfast, an impulse purchase of an impractical frilly
frock, or the simple refusal to say “no” to another handful of Goldfish
crackers. Can any mother dying of cancer bear to glimpse a crestfallen
face? There will be plenty of heartbreak after I’m gone—who needs
it now? There is a need within me to make every day a perfect one, a
Sisyphean task made all the more upsetting by its futility. But more than
just spoiling them with toys and treats, I try, in these final, unforgiving
months, to treat my children as thoughtful people capable of kindness,
fairness, empathy, intelligence and, most of all, great love.
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In the midst of death, the urgent immediacies
of the present intervene. There are groceries to buy,
rain boots that need replacing, those damn winter
tires to deal with. And Heath and I have not given
up hope that our miracle is out there. I am currently taking Stivarga, a
so-called “third-line” chemotherapy drug that blocks several enzymes
that promote cancer growth. We’re also using money raised through
a September fundraiser to have my cancer tissues analyzed for gene
mutations that could be causing tumour growth; that information could
help my doctors with new drug options or even point them to promising
clinical trials that might buy me more time.
Earlier this year, Richard Smith, a former editor of the British Medical Journal, sparked controversy when he argued that in some ways
cancer is the best type of death. “You can say goodbye, reflect on your
life, leave messages, visit special places for the last time, listen to favourite music and read loved poems,” he argues. Maybe so, but there
is nothing as wrenching as a mother’s goodbye. I trust my husband will
do it right for both of us. There will be love, there will be laughter in
their party of three.
Sometimes I watch Heath, Bronwyn and Finn together when they
don’t know I am there. Our foursome will soon become a trio, three
people who will share in everything the future has to offer. Where will I
be? I will never be far away. And on this Mother’s Day—quite possibly
my last—I tell my children: You are loved. You are loved. You are loved.
It’s the greatest gift I can give them. S
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